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III,1 when iron bought for repairs to Leeds Castle cost
about 75. the hundredweight,2 which, allowing for cost
of carriage, agrees fairly well \vith the three-quarters
of a hundredweight attributed to the Sussex bloom in
the seventeenth century.3 As regards the price of iron,
it was always high during the mediaeval period, but
naturally varied with conditions of demand and supply,
cost of carriage, and the quality of the iron. To take
a late instance : in Staffordshire ia 1583, ' coldshear,1
or brittle iron, fetched only £9 the ton when tough iron
fetched £i2.4 In Sussex 5 in 1539 iron s°ld on the sPot
for from ^5 to ^7 the ton, allowing a profit of 205. the
ton, and ten years later £8 at the forge and about
£9 55-. in London, the cost of carriage to London being
gs. the ton.6
The number of workmen employed at the different
works naturally varied, but the surveyor of the iron
mills in Ashdown Forest in 1539 laid down the rule : 1
' That to melt the sowes in ij forges or fynories there
must be iiij persones, and at the forge to melt the
blornes there must be ij persones. So are there at every
forge ij persones whereof the oone holdeth the work at
the hamor and the second kepeth the work hot, Md that
oone man. cannot kepe the hamo1' bicause the work
must be kept in such hete that they may not shifte
handes.'
At the Bedburn forge in I4o8,8 there were a ' blomer '
or ' smythrnan ', a smith and a, foreman, as well as
a ' colier ' or charcoal burner. The blomer was paid 6d.
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